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By G K Chesterton

Classic Books Library, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Easily the darkest of Chesterton s Father Brown collections, The Secret of
Father Brown is nonetheless a masterwork of perception of the human condition, explored through
the usual impossible crimes and a parade of rogues and saints--a corpse in shining armor, a
thieving mystic, insouciant British aristocrats, and a Canadian journalist. We are asked to solve
death by duel and pistol shot, and thefts of jewels large and small. The stories in this collection are
worth reading over and over--to see how the plot unfolds, and to enjoy Chesterton s gorgeous and
well-informed prose. Includes the title story, The Mirror of the Magistrate, The Man with Two Beards,
The Song of the Flying Fish, The Actor and the Alibi, The Vanishing of Vaudrey, The Worst Crime in
the World, The Red Moon of Meru, and The Chief Mourner of Marne. Newly designed and typeset in a
modern 6-by-9-inch format by Waking Lion Press.
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It becomes an incredible publication that we actually have at any time read. It is one of the most incredible book i actually have go through. I am just
delighted to tell you that this is actually the finest pdf i actually have read through within my personal life and might be he finest publication for actually.
-- Pr of . Hilm a  Robel-- Pr of . Hilm a  Robel

Very helpful to all category of folks. It is actually rally exciting throgh studying time. I am easily will get a delight of looking at a created ebook.
-- Pr of . Isa ia h Ha r ber-- Pr of . Isa ia h Ha r ber
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